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Personal Grab Bag

Grab bag with personal escape aid to abandon the installation in case of
a fire. The personal grab bag is mostly used on offshore platforms. To be
used in the event of a fire.

Contents
- grab bag with carrying strap and photo luminescent identification strip
- Dräger Parat 5500 smoke hood
- heat resistant gloves
- cyalume light stick
Dräger PARAT 5500
A fire along with the hazardous smoke and fumes it gives off, can take you
by surprise. The Dräger PARAT 5500 Fire Escape Hood is designed to
help you escape the fire safely by filtering out the toxic smoke and fumes
in the fire, allowing you to breathe easily while getting to safety. The Dräger
PARAT 5500 has been successfully proven in use and public building and
with fire departments, helping to rescue others, giving you minimum 15
minutes of escape protection in fire situations.
Light stick
The 6'' EASY-LIGHT is a pure European product. Thanks to its elegant
design, it is a good alternative to the 6'' GLOWSTICK. The "alligator" hook
helps to clip this light sticks on many supports. Combine the 6'' EASYLIGHT with a lanyard and it becomes a glowing pendant. On special events,
imprint the 6'' EASY-LIGHTS to adapt more personally.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dräger PARAT 5510
Dimensions
Weight
Filter performance

Approved duration
Approval
Light stick
Dimensions
Weight
Color
Duration of use
Approval
Heat restistant gloves
Operating temperature
Approval

Dräger PARAT 5510 single pack:
19,5x 14 x 9 cm
approx. 600 gr
Combination cartridge (gas & particle filter) provides
protection against smoke, gases and particles, Filter
Type CO-P2
minimum of 15 minutes
CE mark, tested to EN 403
150 x 11 mm
0.0133 kg
Green
up to 12 hours
EN 71 1-2-3
150°C
EN 403:2004, additionally tested against H2S at
2.500ppm in accordance with DIN 58647-7,CE mark.
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